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Let Atf(x) =
∫
S
f(x − ty)dσ(y), where S is a smooth compact hypersurface in Rn and

dσ denotes the Lebesgue measure on S. Let Af(x) = supt>0 |Atf(x)|. If the hypersurface
S has non-vanishing Gaussian curvature, then

(*) ||Af ||Lp(Rn) ≤ Cp||f ||Lp(Rn), f ∈ S(Rn),

for p > n
n−1 . Moreover, the result is sharp. See [St76], [Gr82].

If the hypersurface S is convex and the order of contact with every tangent line is finite,
the optimal exponents for the inequality (∗) are known in R3, (see [IoSaSe97]), and in any
dimension in the range p > 2, (see [IoSa96]). More precisely, the result in the range p > 2
is the following.

Theorem 1 ([IoSa96]). Let S be a smooth convex compact finite type hypersurface, in the
sense that the order of contact with every tangent line is finite. Then for p > 2, the following
condition is necessary and sufficient for the maximal inequality (∗).

(1) (d(x,H))−1 ∈ L
1
p (S),

for every tangent hyperplane H not passing through the origin, where d(x,H) denotes the
distance from a point x ∈ S to the tangent hyperplane H.

In fact, the condition (1) is a necessary condition for any smooth compact hypersurface
in Rn. See [IoSa96], Theorem 2.

In this paper we shall consider convex radial hypersurfaces of the form

(2) S = {x ∈ B : xn = γ(|x′|) + 1},

where B is a ball centered at the origin, x = (x′, xn), γ is convex, γ , γ′′ increasing,
γ(0) = γ′(0) = 0, and γ is allowed to vanish of infinite order.
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If γ′′ does vanish of infinite order, the condition (1) cannot hold for any p <∞. Since the
condition (1) is necessary by Theorem 1 above, our only hope is to look for an inequality of
the form

(3) ||Af ||LΦ(Rn) ≤ CΦ||f ||LΦ(Rn),

where LΦ(Rn) is an Orlicz space, near L∞(Rn), associated to a Young function Φ, with the
norm given by

(4) ||f ||Φ = inf
{
s > 0 :

∫
Φ
(
|f(x)|
s

)
dx ≤ 1

}
.

The following result was proved in [Bak95].

Theorem 2. Let S be as in (2) with n = 3. Assume that for each λ > 1

(5)
γ′(λt)
γ′(t)

is non-decreasing for t > 0.

Put G(t) = t2γ′(t). For β > 1 and d > 0 let φ : [0,∞) → [0,∞) be a non-decreasing
function such that φ(t) = t−1[G(t−d)]−β if t is sufficiently large, φ(t) > 0 if t > 1, and
φ(t) = 0 if 0 ≤ t ≤ 1. Let Φ(u) =

∫ u
0
φ(t)dt. Then for every d > 1

2 there exists a constant
C such that the estimate (3) holds.

The examples show (see [Bak95], Example 3.3) that Theorem 2 is sharp for some surfaces,
for example if γ(s) = e−

1
sb , b > 0, but not for others, for example if γ(s) = sm.

In this paper we shall give a set of simple sufficient conditions for the inequality (3) for
some classes of Orlicz functions Φ. We will show that our result is sharp for a wide class of
both finite type and infinite type γ’s.

Acknowledgements: The author wishes to thank Jim Wright for teaching him the
technique needed to prove the three dimensional case of Lemma 5 below.

Assumptions on Φ

Assume that Φ is a Young function such that Φ(s) =
∫ s

0
φ(t)dt, where φ : [0,∞)→ [0,∞)

is a non-decreasing function such that φ(t) = 0 for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, and φ(t) > 0 for t > 1.
Assume that there exist constants c > 1, C0, and C1 such that

(6)
∫ u

1

φ(t)
tr

dt ≤ C0
φ(u)
ur−1

for u > 1,

and for every λ > 1

(7) C1
φ(λt)
φ(t)

≥ φ(λ) for t ≥ c.

Our main reason for making these assumptions about Φ is the following generalization
of the Marcienkiewicz interpolation theorem due to Bak. See [Bak95], Lemma 1.1.
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Lemma 3. Let r ∈ [1,∞). Suppose that the operator T is simultaneously weak type (1, 1)
and (∞,∞), namely there exist constants A,B > 0 such that

(8) µ({x : |Tf(x)| > t}) ≤
(
A||f ||r
t

)r
∀ t > 0,

(9) ||Tf ||∞ ≤ B||f ||∞.

Suppose that Φ satisfies the assumptions above. Then there exists a constant C = C(Φ, r)
depending only on Φ and r such that

(10) ||Tf ||Φ ≤ CBΦ−1((A/B)r)||f ||Φ.

Remark. Lemma 3 has the following interesting consequence. Let Af(x) = supt>0

∫
f(x−

t(s, sm + 1))ψ(s)ds, m > 2, where ψ is a smooth cutoff function, and let Akf(x) denote
the same operator with s localized to the interval [2−k, 2−k+1]. It was proved in [I94] that
Ak : Lp(R2)→ Lp(R2), p > 2, with norm C2−k2

mk
p . Let Φp,α(t) = tp logα(t). It follows by

Lemma 3 that A : LΦp,α(R2)→ LΦp,α(R2) if p = m and α > m.

Statement of results

Our main results are the following.

Theorem 4. Let S be as in (2). Let n ≥ 3. Suppose that Φ satisfies the conditions (6) and
(7) above. Suppose that limt→0 Φ(t)/t2 = 0. Then the estimate (3) holds if

(11)
∞∑
j=0

2−j(n−1)Φ−1

(
1

γ(2−j)

)
<∞.

.

The main technical result involved in the proof of Theorem 4 is the following version of
the standard stationary phase estimates.

Lemma 5. Let n ≥ 3. Let

(12) Fj(ξ) =
∫
{y:1≤|y|≤2}

ei(〈y,ξ
′〉+ξnγj(|y|))e

i ξn
γ(2−j) dy,

with γj(s) = γ(2−js)
γ(2−j) , where γ is as in (2). Then

(13) |Fj(ξ)| ≤ C(1 + |ξ|)−1
,

where C is independent of j and γ.
Moreover, if |Fj(ξ)| is replaced by |∇Fj(ξ)| then the estimate (13) still holds with C on

the right-hand side replaced by C
γ(2−j) .

The main technical result used in the proof of Theorem 2 is the following. See [Bak95],
Theorem 2.1.
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Lemma 6. Let χ ∈ C1
0 ([0,∞)]) be a non-negative function that is compactly supported in

the interval (a,∞), where a > 0. Let n = 3 and let S be as in (2) where γ satisfies the
condition of Theorem 2. Let FS(χ)(ξ) denote F0(ξ) in Lemma 5 with χ(|y|) in place of the
characteristic function of the annulus {y : 1 ≤ |y| ≤ 2}.

Then for every multi-index α with |α| ≤ 1 there exists a constant C independent of a, ξ,
and χ such that

(14) |(∂/∂ξ)αFS(χ)(ξ)| ≤ CCχ
a√

γ′(a)γ′(a/2)
(1 + |ξ|)−1

,

where Cχ ≤ ||χ||∞ + ||χ′||1 if α = 0, and Cχ ≤ ||χ||∞ + ||χ||1 + ||χ′||1 if α = 1.

Main idea

The point is that even though a higher dimensional analog of Lemma 6 may be difficult
to obtain, we get around the problem by using Lemma 5. We have to settle for the uniform
decay of order max{−n−2

2 ,−1} instead of −n−1
2 , but this is enough in dimension n ≥ 4 as

we shall see below. The idea is, roughly speaking, the following. We are trying to prove
LΦ → LΦ estimates for maximal operators associated to radial convex surfaces. If the
surface is infinitely flat, then Theorem 2 in [IoSa96] implies that Lp → Lp estimates are not
possible for p < ∞. So we are looking for LΦ → LΦ estimates where LΦ is very close to
L∞, so interpolating between L2 and L∞ in the right way should do the trick. However, in
order to obtain L2 boundedness of the maximal operator, we only need decay − 1

2 − ε, ε > 0.
If n ≥ 4, then n−2

2 > 1
2 , so we should be alright. If n = 3 a bit more integration by parts

will be required.

Plan

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we shall prove Theorem
4 assuming Lemma 5. In the following section we shall prove Lemma 5. In the final section
of the paper we shall discuss the sharpness of Theorem 4 and give some examples.

Proof of Theorem 4

Let Ajtf(x) =
∫
f(x′− ty, xn− t(γ(|y|)+1))ψ0(y)dy, where ψ0 is a smooth cutoff function

supported in [1, 2], such that
∑
j ψ(2js) ≡ 1. Let τjf(x) = f(2−jx′, γ(2−j)xn). Making a

change of variables we see that

(15) Ajtf(x) = 2−j(n−1)τ−1
j Bjt τjf(x),

where

(16) Bjt f(x) =
∫
f(x′ − ty, xn − t(γj(|y|) + 1/γ(2−j))ψ0(y)dy.
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We shall prove that

(17) sup
t>0

Bjt : L2(Rn)→ L2(Rn) with norm
(

1
γ(2−j)

) 1
2

.

By interpolating with the trivial estimate || supt>0B
j
t f ||∞ ≤ C||f ||∞ using Lemma 3, we

shall conclude that

(18) sup
t>0

Bjt : LΦ(Rn)→ LΦ(Rn) with norm Φ−1

(
1

γ(2−j)

)
.

Since the Lp norms of τj and τ−1
j are reciprocals of each other, it follows that A :

LΦ(Rn)→ LΦ(Rn) if

(19)
∞∑
j=0

2−j(n−1)Φ−1

(
1

γ(2−j)

)
<∞.

So it remains to prove (18). The proof follows from the standard Sobolev imbedding
theorem type argument. See for example [St76]. We shall use the following version which
follows from the proof of Theorem 15 in [IoSa96]. See also, for example, [CoMa86], [MaRi95].

Lemma 7. Suppose that τ is the Lebesgue measure on the hypersurface S supported in
an ellipsoid with eccentricities (1, . . . , 1, R). Suppose that |τ̂(ξ)| ≤ C and max{|x| : x ∈
supp(τ)} ≤ 10R. Suppose that

(20)
(∫ 2

1

|τ̂(tξ)|2dt
) 1

2

≤ C(1 + |ξ|)−
1
2−ε, and

(21)
(∫ 2

1

|∇τ̂(tξ)|2dt
) 1

2

≤ CR(1 + |ξ|)−
1
2−ε

for some ε > 0. Let τ̂t(ξ) = τ̂(tξ). Let Mf(x) = supt>0 |f ∗ τt(x)|. Then

(22) ||Mf ||2 ≤ 100C
√
R||f ||2.

Application of Lemma 7 immediately yields (17) since by Lemma 5 C is a universal
constant and R ≤ C

γ(2−j) . This completes the proof of Theorem 4.
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Proof of Lemma 5

We must show that

(23) |Fj(ξ)| =

∣∣∣∣∣
∫
{y:1≤|y|≤2}

ei(〈y,ξ
′〉+ξnγj(|y|))e

i ξn
γ(2−j) dy

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C|ξ|−1
,

with C independent of γ and j.
Our plan is as follows. We will first show that if either |ξ′| ≈ |ξn|, or |ξ′| >> |ξn|, then

|Fj(ξ)| ≤ C(1 + |ξ|)−
n−2

2 . If |ξn| >> |ξ′|, we will show that |Fj(ξ)| ≤ C(1 + |ξn|)−1. This
will complete the proof since n−2

2 ≥ 1 if n ≥ 4.
Going into polar coordinates and applying stationary phase, we get

(24) e
i ξn
γ(2−j)

∫ 2

1

eiξnγj(r)rn−2dr

∫
Sn−2

eir〈ξ
′,ω〉dω.

Since the Gaussian curvature on Sn−2 does not vanish, it is a classical result that

(25)
∣∣∣∣∫
Sn−2

ei〈ξ
′,ω〉dω

∣∣∣∣ ≤ C(1 + |ξ′|)−
n−2

2 .

It follows that |Fj(ξ)| ≤ C(1 + |ξ|)−
n−2

2 if either |ξ′| >> |ξn| or |ξ′| ≈ |ξn|. If |ξn| >> |ξ′|,
let h(r) = ξnγj(r) − r〈ξ′, ω〉. Since γ is convex, it follows that |h′(r)| ≥ |ξn| − |ξ′|. Since
|ξn| >> |ξ′|, it follows by the Van Der Corput Lemma that the expression in (24) is bounded
by C 1

|ξ| .
The estimate for ∇Fj follows in the same way if we observe that the derivative with

respect to ξn brings down a factor of γj(r) + 1
γ(2−j) , and γj(r) + 1

γ(2−j) ≤ 2 1
γ(2−j) . This

completes the proof of Lemma 5 if n ≥ 4.
To prove the three dimensional case we go into polar coordinates, integrate in the angular

variables and use the well known asymptotics for the Fourier transform of the Lebesgue
measure on the circle to obtain

(26)
∫
eiφ(r)rb(rA)ψ0(r)dr,

where A = |ξ′|, λ = ξn, b is a symbol of order − 1
2 , ψ0 is as above, and φ(r) = rA− γj(r)λ.

Let

(27) G(r) =
∫ 2

r

eiφ(s)ds,

so the integral in (26) becomes

(28)
∫
G′(r)rb(rA)ψ0(r)dr.
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Integrating by parts we get

(29)
∫
G(r)(rb(rA)ψ0(r))′dr.

Let r0 be defined by the relation γ′j(r0) = A
2λ . We have |φ′′(s)| ≥ |γ′′j (s)λ| ≥ |γ′j(s)λ| ≥

|γ′j(r)λ|. If r0 < r this quantity is bounded below by C|A| and the Van der Corput lemma

gives the decay C|A|−
1
2 for G(r). Using the fact b is a symbol of order − 1

2 we see that (29)
is bounded by C|A|−1, |A| large. This handles the case |λ| ≤ C|A| and r ≤ r0.

On the other hand, |φ′(s)| = |A−γ′j(s)λ|. Split up the integral that defines G(r) into two
pieces: s ∈ [r, r0] and s ∈ [r0, 2]. The second integral was just handled above. In the first
integral |φ′(s)| ≥ |φ′(r0)| ≥ C|A|. The Van der Corput Lemma yields decay C

|A| . Taking the

properties of the symbol b into account, as before, we get the decay C
|A| |A|

− 1
2 . This takes

care of the case |λ| ≤ C|A| and r ≥ r0.
If |λ| >> |A|, |φ′(s)| ≥ C|λ| and the Van der Corput lemma yields the decay C

|λ| for (29).
This completes the proof of the three dimensional case.

Examples

Example 1. Let γ(s) = sm, m ≥ 2(n − 1), and Φ(t) = tp. Theorem 4 yields boundedness
for p > m

n−1 . This is sharp by Theorem 1.

Example 2. Let γ(s) = sm, m ≥ 2(n − 1), and Φp,α(s) = sp logα(s). Then Theorem 4
yields boundedness for p = m

n−1 and α > m
n−1 .

Example 3. Let γ(s) = e−
1
sα , α > 0, and Φ(t) = et

β

, β > 0. Then Theorem 4
tells us that the maximal operator is bounded if α < β(n − 1). Testing Atf(x) against
hp(x) = Φ−1

(
1
|xn|

)
1

log
(

1
|xn|

)χB(x), where χB is the characteristic function of the ball of ra-

dius 1
2 centered at the origin, shows that this result is sharp. The same procedure establishes

sharpness of the estimate given in Example 2.

In fact, testing Atf(x) against hp(x) shows that the summation condition of Theorem
4 is pretty close to being sharp. It is not hard to see that, at least up to a log factor, A
bounded on LΦ(Rn) implies that

(30)
∫
{y:|y|≤2}

Φ−1

(
1

γ(|y|)

)
dy <∞.

This would literally follow, without the log factor, from the proof of Theorem 2 of [IoSa96]
if we assumed, in addition, that Φ(ab) ≥ Φ(a)Φ(b), for every a, b > 0.
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The condition (30) is equivalent (after making a change of variables and going into polar
coordinates) to

(31)
∞∑
j=0

2−j(n−1)

∫ 2

1

Φ−1

(
1

γ(2−jr)

)
rn−2dr <∞.

The expression (31) is equivalent to the summation condition of Theorem 4 if γ does
not vanish to infinite order. If γ vanishes to infinite order, the two condition are still often
equivalent, as in the Example 3 above.

Remark. It would be interesting to extend the results of this paper to a more general class
of hypersurfaces. For example, one could consider hypersurfaces of the form S = {x ∈ Rn :
xn = γ(φ(x′)) + 1} where γ is as above and φ is a smooth convex finite type function. Some
recent results (see e.g. [IoSa97], [IoSaSe98], and [WWZ97]) suggest that such an analysis
should be possible. We shall address this issue in a subsequent paper ([I98]. More generally,
a bigger challange would be to consider a hypersurface of the form S = {x ∈ Rn : xn =
G(x′) + 1}, where G is a smooth function of n − 1 variables that vanishes of infinite order
at the origin. At the moment, obtaining sharp Orlicz estimates, even in the case where the
determinant of the Hessian matrix of G only vanishes at the origin, does not seem accessible.
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